is she like ? You know Fm a bit afraid of your women
students."
" She's—good lord—she's like a piece of wholesome
black bread."
"Fresh black bread sometimes tastes quite good,"
said the Pastouri. And the Professor replied absently,
" Oh, she's fresh enough."
And so Fraulein Willfuer was invited to the next
musical evening at the Villa Ambrosius.
This was no small matter for Helene; very far from
it. She was a constant source of irritation to the Gulrapp
during the next few days, and was worse than ever when
she heard that Fritz Rainer had also received an invitation.
Fritz Rainer, that quiet, shy, somewhat lifeless young
man; that child of sorrow with whom things were
always going wrong, who failed so often to meet the
demands of study and of everyday life, so Fritz Rainer
was also invited to the Ambrosius* house? Helene
accepted this fact with a mixture of pride and pleasure,
and a puzzling jealousy. How did tins come about?
What was the explanation ?
It was, in feet, quite simple. Fritz Rainer was musicaL
He was not merely invited in the ordinary way. He
played the piano; he was practising a Brahms trio, or
a Reger sonata, with Frau Pastouri Ambrosius. Dr.
Gebhardt, lecturer in the History of Music, also took
pact in these rehearsals. He played the violoncello none
too badly and endeavoured to convert the Pastouri to
serious music. Here was something new. Helene
repeatedly asked for information on this subject,, and
often returned to it in conversation. Rainer seemed
more distant and at the same time more precious after
this revelation. There appeared to be a different eleme&t
in which he was as at home as a fish is in wate% and
about which he could talk in the easy and knowledge

